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An unfolding app icon shape suggests that you can get more out of your apps 
with Softonic. The logo also forms an S for Softonic with a 3D effect that gives 
dynamism to the brand.


The logo also forms arrows pointing up and down, representing our belief that 
discovery and downloads go hand-in-hand.
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Softonic logo


We love lots of space. Space draws the focus 
towards our brand we are so proud of. 


Clear space
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Softonic logo Clear space
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Softonic logo - Tagline


enjoy apps!


enjoy apps!


Our Tagline pushes on the limits of the logo on the lower right-hand 
side, but our loud voice (! mark) is projected beyond the boundaries. 


The font we like is Roboto Light.


Our tagline ‘enjoy apps!’ sits in a special 
place in our hearts, and in a special 
place under our logo.


Clear space
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Clear space


x
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Softonic logo - Base line


enjoy apps!
enjoy apps!


Y
Y


Our tagline ‘enjoy apps!’ sits 
a specific distance away 
from the logo, because we 
need this breathing space to 
work our magic. 
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C44 M34 Y22 K77


R83 G86 B90


#53565A


Pantone coated Cool Gray 11C


C80 M18 Y0 K0


R0 G161 B224


#00A1E0


Pantone Coated 299C


C68 M0 Y72 K0


R38 G208 B124


#26D07C


Pantone Coated 7479C


C100 M48 Y6 K30


R0 G84 B137


 #005489


Pantone coated 7462C


These are our colors. They are Bright, Bold, 
and Confident, just like our personality. 


Main color specifications
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Secondary color specifications


C80 M68 Y48 K51


R50 G54 B68


#323644


Pantone coated 432C
C69 M29 Y37 K11


R81 G138 B145


#518991


Pantone coated 5483C


C38 M3 Y0 K0


R167 G216 B245


#A7D7F5


Pantone coated 291C


C7 M22 Y93 K0


R241 G196 B15


#F1C40F


Pantone coated 7408C


C77 M13 Y31 K77


R3 G162 B177


#02A2B0


Pantone coated 7710C


C0 M69 Y60 K0


R255 G111 B89


#FF6F59


Pantone coated 7416C


C0 M51 Y98 K0


R243 G144 B1


#F29000


Pantone coated 144C
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Logo color variations


Apart from in full color, our logo can appear 
in these other ways.  
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Logo color variations
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Logo variations - App icons


All our apps are proud to be part of the Softonic 
family and they wear their badges with pride.
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Logo background control


We want our logo to stand out and be clearly seen. 
Here are 3 ways to do that:


· Full color logo– on white background only


· Negative white logo– on colored backgrounds


· Negative colored logo – on black backgrounds only.
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Unauthorized logo applications


A colored and negative logo doesn’t play 
well together. Let’s keep them apart. 


We love these colors. Don’t change them, 
not even to other Softonic colors.


41
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Our negative logo is always outlined. 
Don’t drown it with color!


Rotating the logo makes it dizzy. 
Let’s just keep it flat. 


A Softonic blue background 
doesn’t change anything.  


Don’t fill the logo in black. Or blue, pink, 
green, purple… you get the idea. 


We love our logo unconditionally. It is perfect in 
our eyes and no changes can make it better. 


1 4


2 5


3 6
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Placing our logo onto an image is a fine 
balancing task. Pay attention to how the 
colors and contrast on the image and logo go 
together, and look for strategic spaces to put 
the logo. Remember, we want our logo to be 
clearly and immediately visible. 


Logo over images
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These are examples of poor logo-image 
chemistry. Neither should eclipse the other, 
you should be able to see both perfectly if 
they are made for each other. 


Logo over images - Unauthorized uses
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Roboto Thin


Roboto Bold


Roboto Regular


Roboto Light


Roboto Black


Roboto Medium


ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !”·$%&/(=?¿)


ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !”·$%&/(=?¿)


ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !”·$%&/(=?¿)


ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !”·$%&/(=?¿)


ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !”·$%&/(=?¿)


ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !”·$%&/(=?¿)


Aa


Aa


Aa


Aa


Aa


AaAa
Softonic font


Roboto


We like the Roboto type family of fonts. It is 
simple and classy, perfect on headlines and 
body text on both print and online copies. 
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Photos are great, we use lots of them. 
We especially love photographs of people 
enjoying their apps and devices in a natural 
setting. Our photography style is positive, 
vibrant and natural.


Photography
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We dislike images that are posed, 
modelled or unnatural. 


Many stock images can feel this way. 


Photography - Unauthorized styles
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Why it matters


For many people, reading what we’ve written will be their first peek into the 
world of Softonic. Whether in our products, or in an article, advertisement, 
review, newsletter or email, the way we write reflects on our values and the type 
of company we are. 


It is important that we set the tone right from the start, and consistently maintain 
them across all our communication. Because what we write will shape the 
impression of Softonic they will have, and the impression they will share with 
people around them.


Our Personality


Accessible: We are a friendly bunch of people. We are easy to talk to and easy 
to understand. 


Insightful: We have lots of knowledge to share and sharing openly comes 
naturally to us. 


Trustable: We are genuine and transparent, and we believe in the things we 
offer our customers. 


Our voice
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Our Writing Principles


The world is bright and beautiful


We are positive and optimistic, and we know how to make fun of 
ourselves. We believe that apps changes lives for the better, and 
we know that there is always a perfect app out there for everyone. 
We love to share the wonderful world of apps with the people we 
work with, and we want to bring the app world closer together. 


People make up our world


We are all about people – real people with their equal share of 
Monday blues, cracked screens, romantic dinners and birthday 
presents. We always speak with a human voice – more like a 
conversation over a cup of tea than a presentation in front of 
investors.


We know how to write poorly if we need to


“I don’t know the rules of grammar. . . . If you’re trying to persuade 
people to do something, or buy something, it seems to me you 
should use their language, the language they use every day, the 
language in which they think.”


-David Ogilvy


There is just one big point. Sometimes two,                    
but mostly just one.


We get to the point, immediately. We especially dislike lengthy, 
unnecessary introductions and elaborate arguments.   


Don’t use a big word if a simple one will do


The best way to appear pompous and imperious is to 
use words like “pompous” and “imperious”. We write to 
communicate, and if the reader doesn’t understand us, we 
have failed to communicate.


  


We love walking in the shoes of strangers


Being understandable means knowing who’s on the other 
end. Not everyone knows what 32 bit and 64 bit software 
is, or what memory cache is. So, take a moment to slip into 
the shoes of your audience and go for a walk in them. 


We serve niceness in big portions 


We are extraordinarily nice people. We never fault our users 
and customers, and we always go above and beyond their 
expectations, even if we encounter nasty monsters. Because 
remember? We deal with real folks with their equal share of 
Monday blues, cracked screens and bad cheese.
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To be continued...
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